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VARIATION A

Grammar and Vocabulary (36 items x 1 mark each = 36)
1. I ………….. like onion, but I like it now.

A. didn’t used to   B. used to  
C. did used to    D. didn’t use to   
E. not used to

2. A present! For me? You’re …………… kind!
A. such  B. such a C. so  D. enough  E. so much

3. Congratulations ………… passing your exams. 
A. for   B. by  C. of   D. with   E. on

4. Saruul …………….. wear a costume to work, but she usually does.
A. doesn’t have to  B. couldn’t  C. must not  D. may not  E. wouldn’t 

5. He ………….. the news to everybody in the village.
A. said   B. told   C. asked  D. spoke   E. talked

6. You’d feel healthier if you …………… more exercise. 
A. have done  B. will do  C. would do D. did   E. do

7. What does he do? ‘He is …………….. .’
A. poet and novelist    B. poet an novelist   
C. poet and novelist   D. the poet and novelist   
E. the poet and the novelist 

8. The director wants us ……….. late this evening.
A. work  B. works C. worked D. having worked E. to work

9. Don’t be too strict on your son. It is not his fault the bicycle …………………… .
A. has stolen  B. was stolen  C. has been stolen D. stolen E. had stolen

10. I prefer cycling …………… walking.
A. than  B. for   C. as  D. to    E. with

11. My instructor made me ……………. down the steep mountain. 
A. to ski  B. ski  C. skiing D. skied    E. skid 

12. You ……………… smoke in here! This is a hospital.
A. mustn’t  B. needn’t  C. didn’t need to D. needn’t have  E. don’t have

13. I see my uncle in the countryside ……………., but not very often.
A. scarcely  B. occasionally  C. seldom D. rarely   E. usually

14. ‘Excuse me, you’ve dropped ………….. .’ ‘Yes, it’s my wallet.’
A. nothing  B. anything  C. everything D. something  E. anyone 

15. ‘What did you leave the party early………………?’ ‘I didn’t feel very well.’
A. because  B. for   C. away  D. to    E. like

16. The professor looked ………………. his notes before starting his lecture. 
A. after  B. down   C. forward to  D. from   E. through 

17. ‘I’m very …………. to you for putting in so much hard work,’ the teacher said.
A. courteous  B. thanking C. grateful D. considerate  E. thoughtful 

18. Unless economic conditions improve next year, ………………… widespread unrest in Iraq. 
A. there would be   B. there is  
C. there should be    D. there will be   
E. there are

19. That film star wears sunglasses most of the time because he wants to ………….. being recognized.
A. avoid  B. resist  C. miss  D. resent  E. escape 

20. Bold and Suren reached their hotel …………… after landing at the airport. 
A. hardly  B. already C. recently D. shortly  E. barely

21. ‘My bag is so heavy.’ ‘Give it to me. ……………. it for you.’
A. I’ll carry    B. Could have carried   
C. I carry    D. I’m carrying  
E. I’ve carried

22. ‘Why didn’t you send me a letter?’ ‘If I …………. your address, I’d have sent you a postcard.’ 
A. would have  B. had  C. had had D. will have  E. have

23. They want to come, ………………?
A. are they  B. do they C. have they D. don’t they  E. aren’t they 
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24. The new hospital ……………… by the Queen.
A. opened  B. is opening  C. opens D. has opened  E. was opened

25. I hope you don’t mind my asking, but what do you do for a ……………….?
A. living  B. profession C. occupation  D. line   E. life

26. You look as if you ……………. a ghost. Are you all right?
A. seen  B. are seeing C. have seen  D. see  E. to see

27. I tried my best. ……………., I failed the exam. 
A. Although  B. However C. Whereas  D. Despite E. Besides 

28. ‘Susan looked really sunburnt.’ ‘She ……… in the sun for too long.’
A. had been lying  B. is lying  C. had lie   D. has lied  E. lain

29. We ………….. next week.
A. have moved  B. are moving C. to move  D. moved E. moves 

30. Ariunaa ……………. hasn’t finished her chores.
A. yet   B. already C. finally  D. almost E. still

31. The ship left the ………………… an hour ago.
A. runway  B. harbour C. platform  D. mast  E. railway

32. Tuya ……………. a dress for herself at the moment. She …..…. all her own clothes. 
A. made / made   B. is making / is making    C. is making / makes   
D. makes / is making E. makes / has made

33. She ………….. the door when she heard a strange noise outside. 
A. is locking  B. locks  C. has locked D. was locking  E. had been locked

34. I’ve never seen ……………..fast horse in my life!
A. such a   B. such  C. so   D. too  E. enough

35. The …………… was so rough that most of the passengers were seasick.
A. flight  B. voyage C. travel   D. journey E. tour

36. The man …………. you were talking is the manager of the company. 
A. whom  B. that  C. whose  D. which E. with whom

Reading (6 items x 3 marks each = 18)
A. Read the following article about the channel tunnel. For questions 37-42, choose the correct answer: A, B, C, 
D, or E. 

Recently I was offered the chance to travel by train through the channel tunnel between England and France. I went 
on the shuttle that carries cars. The site was not beautiful. There was a huge railway station with tracks disappearing into a 
large hole, and a completely new exhibition centre. Signs saying “France” indicated the location of trains. Cars had to stop 
at the tollbooths and French immigration points, where passports were shown. This means you could drive straight off the 
train at the other end.

The double-decker carriages were brightly lit and air-conditioned. Loudspeaker announcements from the train wel-
comed us aboard. A crew member said the crossing would take about 35 minutes and passengers were expected to stay in 
or by their cars. He told me that the shuttle employed several female drivers. “The most important requirement for the job 
is that they know about computers and learn French, especially the numbers,” he said. “They practice by playing bingo.” 

Then we started. We slid into the tunnel and hit our traveling speed of 80 km/ph. The ride was so smooth, that one was 
barely aware of any movement. It was, predictably, about as interesting as a ride round the London underground. Some-
where to sit and have a coffee would have been welcome, but a crew-member said: “With the numbers we expect to carry, 
it just wouldn’t be practical.”

After half an hour we shot back into the French daylight, had lunch, then came back. The return trip was fine as well. 
Disembarking was swift and easy, and within minutes, we were driving on the left again through a wet English night. It 
had been an interesting journey. I had enjoyed the experience of what will undoubtedly become routine in the 21st century. 
Though I enjoyed taking the channel tunnel once, I would prefer the open sea and fresh air of travel by boat in the future.

37. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?
A. A Day in France   B. A Channel Trip
C. France and England   D. At the French Immigration Point
E. The English Channel

38. Why did the writer make the trip?
A. Because he was given the chance B. Because he wanted to go to France
C. Because he had an important date D. Because it was only method available
E. Because he lives in France
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39. Why is the French immigration office in England?
A. So passengers can get straight on to the train in England
B. So non-European citizen can be separated from Europeans
C. So passengers can drive off the train as soon as they get to France
D. So French citizens don’t have to show their passports
E. So passengers can travel all over Europe

40. Why do the crew play bingo?
A. to practice communication skills  B. to pass the time
C. to decide who will drive the train  D. to improve their French
E. to win a lot of money

41. What does “it” in line 14 refer to?
A. carrying large numbers of people  B. making the journey faster
C. serving refreshments on the train  D. providing entertainment during the journey
E. carrying less number of cars

42. Why will the writer not use the channel tunnel train in the future?
A. Because it takes too long
B. Because he has no reason to travel to France
C. Because it is too expensive
D. Because he can’t afford it
E. Because he prefers going by boat

B. Choose the appropriate word or phrase used in the text for each given definition below.      
     (4 items x 2 marks each = 8)
43. A place where a tax is paid for the use of roads, bridges, and harbours. 

A. exhibition centre  B. immigration point  C. railway station 
D. tollbooth   E. tunnel 

44. Office where people entering a country have their documents checked. 
A. underground   B. double-decker   C. carriage 
D. location   E. immigration point

45. To leave a ship or aircraft.
A. to expect   B. to disembark   C. to return 
D. to go on   E. to carry 

46. A long-winged sea bird
A. gull    B. crew    C. slid 
D. shuttle   E. swift

Communication    (6 items x 2 marks each = 12)
A. Look at the NOTICE BOARDS. Someone asks you what it means. For questions 47-52, choose the best answer 
from A, B, C, D, or E.
47. 

FEEDING THE 
ANIMALS 
STRICLY

PROHIBITED

   A. You are not allowed to feed the animals
     B. Don’t bring the animals
     C. Bringing food is prohibited
     D. Strictly protected area
     E. Feeding the animals is permitted

48. 

DRINKS TO TAKE 
AWAY

   A. Don’t leave drinks here
     B. Drinks are free here
     C. You can buy drinks here and leave with them
     D. There are no drinks left
      E. We only take drinks here

49. 

MILK NO LONGER 
SOLD HERE

   A. This shop sells milk drinks
     B. You can order milk from here
     C. We have no milk left today
     D. Milk is not on sale here anymore
     E. Milk is delicious
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50. 

UNDER 18s WILL 
BE NOT SERVED

   A. All children welcome
     B. This is a children’s centre
     C. Children under 18 are admitted
     D. We are looking for extra worker under 18
     E. We do not serve children

51. 
PLEASE
QUEUE
HERE

   A. Please stand up here
     B. Form a line here
     C. Don’t move
     D. Wait your turn here
     E. It is lunch time

52. 
DO NOT ALIGHT 
FROM THE BUS 

WHILST IT IS 
MOTION 

   A. Don’t get off the bus while it is at the station
     B. Don’t get off the bus while it’s moving
     C. You mustn’t stop the bus
     D. This is a public transportation
     E. The bus is in motion

B. Choose the best response.     (6 items x 2 marks each = 12)
53. Client: Hello. Can I speak to Baatar, please? Receptionist: ………………………………….

A. Sorry, I can’t
B. OK. I’ll send him through
C. Hold on, I’m putting you through
D. OK. Give me
E. I’ll decide it

54. Saraa: My neighbours make a lot of noise. Zolboo: ……………………………….. 
A. Do they? That’s astonishing
B. Do they? That’s awful
C. Do they? That’s cool
D. Do they? That’s great
E. Do they? That’s very kind

55. Reporter: How are you finding living in London? Mr. White: ……………………………………..
A. Oh dear, what’s up? 
B. Come on, it’s time to go
C. I’m always right
D. I’m enjoying it
E. Bless you, thanks

56.  Husband: Oh, dear! Look at the time! Hurry up, otherwise we’ll miss the train. Wife: ………………………....……….
A. That’s probably a good idea
B. No, of course not
C. Oh, I couldn’t do that
D. There is no reason to laugh. I can’t find my purse
E. Just a minute. I can’t find my purse

57. Henry: My memory hasn’t been very good. I don’t know what’s going on. Peter: …………………………………
A. It costs a lot of money
B. That’s a good idea
C. Oh, you’re probably tired. That happens to me, too
D. It’s on tip of my tongue
E. Easier than you think

58. Employer: How long have you been selling magazines? Applicant: ………………………………………….
A. For a year. It was very cold at first, but you get used to it
B. Usually about forty
C. So far, ten. But it’s still early
D. For six months
E. I came here to look for work
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PART II
( 7 items x 2 mark each = 7)

2.1. Match the compound nouns.
A. burglar   1. horn
B. package   2. rights
C. mother   3. crossing
D. pedestrian   4. money
E. pocket   5. tongue
F. shoe    6. alarm
G. human   7. holiday

2.2. Look at this text about politics in the UK, and then choose a word that best fits in each blank as in the example. 
Parliament (0)...3..... the UK consists of two (a)……………………….. : the House of Commons and the House of Lords. 

In the House of Commons there are 650 (b)……………………., each representing one (c)……………………………… 
. The ruling party in the Commons is the one which gains a (d)………………………….. of seats. The main figure in that 
party is called the (e)………………………….. . The Commons is elected for a maximum period of 5 years although the 
Prime Minister may call a general (f)………… at any time within that (g) ………….. . 

0. 1. on  2. at    3. in
a. 1. part   2. rooming   3. chambers 
b. 1. figuring   2. Members of Parliament  3. states  
c. 1. constituency  2. person   3. country
d. 1. minority   2. majority   3. politician
e. 1. kingley   2. queen    3. Prime Minister
f. 1. election   2. votes    3. policy
g. 1.hour   2. party    3. period.

VARIATION B

Grammar and Vocabulary     (36 items x 1 mark each = 36)
1. My neighbour is …….….. photographer, let’s ask him for ……. advice about cameras.

A. a/an   B. the/a   C. a /--   D. an/the   E. --/an
2. Let’s go to the carnival, ………………?

A. are we   B. do we  C. have we D. shall we  E. aren’t we
3. My dad buys the newspaper most mornings, but he ……… one this morning.

A. didn’t buy     B. bought
C. hadn’t bought    D. hasn’t buy 
E. wasn’t buying 

4. Bold ……….. his hand, but it’s O.K now. 
A. hurted   B. hurt   C. hurts   D. is hurting   E. has hurt 

5. I didn’t want to go ………… I had taken a photo. 
A. still   B. already  C. until   D. just    E. yet 

6. Hello? Could you put me ……………. to Mr. Enkhbayar, please?
A. up   B. on   C. off  D. down   E. through 

7. ‘Susan looked really sunburnt.’ ‘She ………in the sun for too long.’
A. had been lying  B. is lying  C. had lie  D. has lied   E. lain

8. Zulaa has written a book …………….. has 200 pages.
A. who  B. whose C. which D. whom  E. where

9. If there is a blackout, I………….... candles. 
A. would light     B. light 
C. would have been lit   D. will light 
E. would be lit

10. Teacher: It’s a public holiday next Monday.
Student: Yes, I know. ………. anything special?

A. Will you doing    B. Do you do 
C. Are you doing    D. Shan’t you do 
E. Won’t you do
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11. Alexander Graham Bell …………….. the telephone.
A. discovered  B. explored   C. invented    
D. researched  E. found out 

12. I’ve got loads of work. I expect I ………all night. And I’m not looking forward to it. 
A. will be working  B. will be worked   C. will have worked    
D. work   E. will have been worked

13. This dress looks nice, …..........?
A. isn’t it   B. wasn’t it  C. doesn’t it  D. does it   E. is it

14. Zaya isn’t keen on cooking, and ……… Zoloo.
A. either is   B. is neither  C. so does  D. neither is    E. is nor

15. Whatever you do, you …………… touch the switch. It’s very dangerous.
A. don’t  B. can’t  C. mustn’t  D. may not   E. couldn’t

16. We …………….. by a noise in the room. 
A. is woken   B. were woken    C. have woken  
D. woken   E. hasn’t been woken 

17. Nobody likes him because he ………………. nonsense.
A. speaks  B. says   C. tells  D. chats   E. said

18. Baatar doesn’t mind …….. lots of work. He quite likes it. 
A. have   B. to have  C. having  D. has    E. to be having 

19. The men have worked a lot …………….. since they had a pay raise.
A. careful  B. more careful C. carefully D. more carefully  E. much carefully

20. My boyfriend decided ……….. my parents.
A. to meet  B. meeting C. meet  D. is meeting  E. has met

21. My uncle is a very ………………….. person. He has many friends.
A. serious  B. reserved C. sociable  D. selfish  E. vain 

22. I don’t want to do anything energetic. I’d rather …................... on the beach.
A. sitting  B. to sit  C. sit  D. to be sit  E. sat

23. She’s not satisfied ………………anything but the best. 
A. with  B. of  C. from  D. on   E. to

24. Zaya told me that she …………………..to come with us.
A. to be wanted  B. wanted C. want  D. has wanted  E. is wanting

25. If this watch ……………………….gold, it would be worth a lot.
A. is    B. isn’t  C. was  D. would  E. wasn’t

26. ……………… it was late, Sarnai didn’t seem in a hurry to leave.
A. However  B. Besides C. Regardless D. In spite  E. Although

27. A blind person is someone who cannot ………….. at all.
A. see   B. hear  C. smell  D. taste   E. think

28. My brother is an……………….. engineer. 
A. electric  B. electrician C. electrified D. electrical  E. electricity 

29. Good health …….., such as regular exercise, can help you have a long and active life.
A. center  B. food  C. habits  D. visitor  E. service

30. These ………….. are used for pulling carts. 
A. oxes  B. ox  C. oxs  D. oxens   E. oxen

31. He usually ……………..coffee. But today he ………………… tea.
A. drinks / drinks B. drinks / is drinking  C. is drinking / is drinking  
D. is drinking / drinks E. has drunk / is drinking 

32. People who hunt …………….. should be sent to prison. 
A. illegally  B. intensively C. illogically D. immediately  E. illegibly 

33. I am looking forward to ………………. from you soon. 
A. hear  B. be heard C. hears  D. hearing  E. being heard

34. ‘You’ve just missed the last train!’ ‘Never mind, I ……………. .’
A. am walking  B. am going to walk  C. walk    
D. walked  E. will walk

35. Native American people …………. in the North America for 15000 years. 
A. have been living B. have being lived  C. are living    
D. have been lived E. live

36. Let’s find ……………….. to eat.
A. nowhere  B. anywhere C. somewhere D. everywhere  E. where
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Reading    (6 items x 3 marks each = 18)
A. Read the following extract from a story. For questions 37-42, choose the best answer: A, B, C, D, or E. 

Karen was preparing to leave her friend Alice for the night when Alice’s uncle, Mr. Smith, entered. He seemed to be 
upset. “I’m glad you haven’t gone, Karen,” he said. “I need help from you.” Alice joined them, expecting a lecture on 
their absence from church that morning. “I shall not sleep at home tonight,” her uncle continued. “I have just met an old 
friend and promised to go to his home. I shall return about noon tomorrow. Karen interrupted him. “Now I understand,” 
she said. “Do you want me to stay in the house and watch over your niece while you are away?”

As it was growing late, Mr. Smith made some arrangements quickly. His reason for making these arrangements was 
that he knew riots were possible that evening. “If there should be any trouble in the night, if you should hear the sounds 
of steps or breaking glass in the house, what would you do? Such incidents are very possible in the present time. So tell 
me, how would you behave?” asked Mr. Smith. “I don’t know,” replied Karen light-heartedly. “Perhaps I would faint and 
fall down!” She laughed, then requested and received a pair of pistols, and Mr. Smith went on his way. 

The two girls ate supper, then moved to some seats and sat silently in a state of nervous excitement. Every window 
and door was locked. The night was still, and the air was clear. Towards midnight, the barking of a house dog disturbed 
their quiet wait. Karen put out the candle so as not to be seen. There was a louder noise than the dog’s barking – the 
sound of marching feet. They approached steadily. It was not the tread of two or three men; it was the tread of hundreds. 
The march stopped at the gate. There was silence. From the angry voices, the girls realized that the group was planning 
some kind of attack on the house. Alice trembled.

There was a pause. Then someone in the group dropped a weapon. The sound rang out on the stone and the dog 
barked again, fiercely. Alarmed, the troop resumed their march. Karen turned calmly to Alice and suggested that it was 
time for bed. 

37. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?
A. The Riot    B. Story of Mr. Smith
C. The War    D. A Good Dog
E. A Night of Terror

38. Mr. Smith appeared to be worried because
A. Alice and Karen had not been to church that morning
B. he feared that Karen had already gone
C. Alice and Karen were leaving
D. he had met an old friend
E. Alice and Karen had had an argument

39. Mr. Smith believed that 
A. there might be serious trouble that night
B. the girls should leave the house
C. the house was safe
D. there was someone in the house
E. he would never come back

40. Karen was
A. planning to faint that night 
B. aware of and prepared for anything
C. unprepared for using pistols
D. unsure of what she would do if there were danger
E. unlikely to attack.

41. The word “riot” in line 8 could be best replaced by
A. marches    B. strangers
C. fierceness    D. disturbances
E. stabilities

42. Why did Karen put out the candle?
A. To stop the dog barking  
B. So that she could use her pistol
C. So that no one would see her 
D. Because she wanted to go to bed
E. Because she wanted to close the window
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B. Choose the appropriate word or phrase used in the text for each given definition below.      
      (4 items x 2 marks each = 8)
43. To stop someone from speaking by doing some sort of action

A. to expect  B. to behave C. to interrupt D. to drop E. to realize
44. Not sensible enough or without cares

A. light-hearted  B. steady C. disturbed D. fierce  E. resumed
45. Manner or sound of walking

A. weapon  B. tremble C. incident D. tread  E. arrangement
46. To lose consciousness because of heat, shock or loss of something

A. to approach  B. to tread C. to tremble D. to faint E. to resume

Communication     (6 items x 2 marks each = 12)
A. Look at the NOTICE BOARDS. Someone asks you what it means. For questions 47-52, choose the best answer 
from A, B, C, D, or E.

47. 
THIS AREA IS 

PLANTED
PLEASE KEEP OFF

  A. This ground is very soft
    B. Don’t pick the plants
    C. This area is private
    D. Help us with the plantation
    E. Don’t walk on this area

48. 
PLEASE DO NOT 
TOUCH OR FEED 

THE FISH

  A. You should leave the fish alone
    B. These fish can hurt you
    C. These fish eat special food
    D. You should not fish here
    E. You will be fed with fish

49. 
STAFE ARE 

AVAILABLE TO 
HELP PEOPLE WITH 

THEIR SHOPPING

  A. Please keep your shopping with you
    B. This shop is looking for extra staff
    C. Please ask if you need an assistant
    D. Please help yourself to what you need
    E. Shopping is difficult without assistance

50. 

OUT OF ORDER

  A. Please order here
    B. You can order outside
    C. This machine has been broken
    D. This machine is out of fashion
    E. Serve yourself

51. 
Security NOTICE

For security reasons 
please keep all your 
luggage with you all 

the time

  A. There is a security guard
    B. Please do not leave your possessions unattended
    C. Police will remove your luggage
    D. Your luggage is at the security centre
    E. It is a dangerous place

52. 

NO BILLSTICKING

  A. You may glue something here
    B. Please do not forget your bills
    C. We sell posters and stickers here
    D. You mustn’t put up any posters here
    E. Bills are not available here

B. Choose the best response.     (6 items x 2 marks each = 12)
53. Their house is such a mess.

A. You really didn’t have to   B. But I can’t stand their kids
C. I don’t know how they live in it  D. Thank you so much for inviting us 
E. We were all so worried
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54. Mr. Black: Did you have a nice journey?
Mr. Johnson:……………………………..

A. Yes, I agree with you    B. Same to you 
C. No, it has never happened    D. Yes, it matters
E. Yes. No problems at all

55. Receptionist: Hello, Grand Hotel. Mary speaking. How can I help you?
Client: ……………………………………

A. Hi. Is there a post office near here?  B. Hello. Give me a ring as soon as possible
C. I’d like to make a reservation, please  D. Well, what’s your name please?
E. Hello. What can I do for you?

56. Student A: I feel nervous. I’ve got an exam today.
Student B: ………………………………………..

A. Do your best     B. I wonder if you could help me
C. Not at all     D. Oh dear! What wrong have you done?
E. Don’t mention it

57. Customer A: Excuse me! Can I get past?
Customer B: ………………………….

A. Thanks a lot     B. I haven’t a clue  
C. See you later     D. Good idea
E. Yes, of course

58. Mary: I feel lonely. I need somebody to talk to.
Brian: ……………………………………..

A. Sure. Tell me how much you want  B. I’m sorry. I haven’t a clue
C. Have a sandwich     D. Come and talk to me. I’m not doing anything
E. Come on and sit down

PART II
( 7 items x 1 mark each = 7)

2.1.  Match the compound adjectives.
A. second   1. new
B. sugar   2. minded
C. top    3. class
D. brand   4. minute
E. last    5. free
F. time    6. consuming
G. absent   7. secret

2. 2.  Look at this text, and then choose a word that best fits in each blank as in the example. 
I decided (0)..2... if I wanted to be a pop star I’d have to leave (a)………. and get (b)………… in London. I finally got 
a room, but it was on the (c)………….. of the city. The owner didn’t live on the (d)…….., so I could make as much as 
noise I liked. The acoustics in the bathroom were fantastic, so I practiced there. I made so much noise I almost shook the 
(e)…………! I went to the headquarters of the Musicians’ Union, but a (f)………... there said I just didn’t have good 
enough (g)…………….. to be famous. Oh well, never mind!

0. 1. which   2. that    3. who
a. 1. party   2. home    3. stain
b. 1. restaurants   2. skyscrapers    3. lodgings   
c. 1. outskirts   2. outskirt   3. outdistance
d. 1. premises   2. lodgings   3. houses
e. 1. institutions   2. organizations   3. foundations
f. 1. dictator   2. ghost    3. fellow
g. 1. handsome   2. looks    3. appear
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VARIATION C

Grammar and Vocabulary   (36 items x 1 mark each = 36)
1. ………… tour guide would give ………… information about hotels. 

A. The / a  B. A / a  C. A / an   D. —/—    E. A / —
2. While some children prefer watching their much admired footballers, others are more keen on …................... in the 

action. 
A. take a part  B. taking part C. to take part D. to take a part  E. have taken part

3. …………………the anti-litter campaign, people still drop litter in the streets.
A. However  B. Although C. In spite  D. Despite   E. Due to

4. He …………………. in Brussels for three years before he moved to London.
A. is working    B. had been working
C. has been worked   D. had been worked
E. has been working

5. I …………… reading this book by tomorrow evening.
A. will have finished   B. shall finished   C. shan’t finishing  
D. am finishing    E. have been finished

6. They have been quarrelling ever …………….. they got married.
A. after  B. until  C. since  D. for    E. just

7. My friend …………… to Malta twice before he took me there. 
A. had being  B. had gone C. has gone  D. has been  E. had

8. Don’t be too hard on Saruul, it is not her fault the vase ………………………… .
A. has broken  B. is breaking  C. was broke D. has been broken  E. broke

9. We …………….. have watered the garden because it is raining.
A. mustn’t  B. should  C. have to D. might   E. needn’t

10. I …………… she is busy at the moment. She ………. her hair.
A. am thinking / is washing   B. thought / washed
C. think / washes   D. am thinking / washes
E. think / is washing

11. When I arrived at the party everyone ………………. a good time.
A. had  B. was having  C. have had D. has   E. have

12. I ………… a letter saying that we ………… this quarter’s electricity bill. 
A. had just received / haven’t paid  B. have just received / haven’t paid
C. have just received / hadn’t paid  D. just receive / haven’t paid 
E. have just received / didn’t pay

13. It’s a really fantastic show. What ……………… next?
A. happens     B. is happened
C. will happened   D. does happen
E. has happened

14. This is a …………………………………. computer.
A. Japanese business powerful   B. powerful Japanese business    
C. powerful business Japanese   D. business Japanese powerful 
E. business powerful Japanese

15. I don’t like the green shirt and I don’t like the red one ……………. .
A. any     B. both   C. nor  D. neither   E. either

16. She complained that they ………….. her enough money.
A. hasn’t paid  B. not paid C. didn’t pay D. wasn’t paid  E. paid

17. He …………..driving lessons for three weeks.
A. has been taking B. has been taken C. takes  D. to taking   E. has being taken

18. Passengers should …………… for flight OM-175 to Berlin.
A. check up  B. check in  C. check off D. check for  E. check of

19. You’ve been looking a bit pale…………
A. later  B. late  C. latest  D. lately   E. lateness

20. Davaasuren has to call the airline to ………… her reservation for tomorrow’s flight.
A. testify  B. assure C. affirm D. declare  E. confirm

21. Disabled people always need social care, ………………….?
A. aren’t they  B. won’t they C. are they D. don’t they  E. do they
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22. Mount Rainer towers nearly three miles ………..…. sea level.
A. up   B. at   C. along  D. on   E. above

23. I’m going to apply for a(n) …………… in a supermarket.
A. career  B. work  C. job  D. course  E. employment

24. All experts …………… the Earth is getting warmer because of the greenhouse effect. 
A. say   B. tells  C. talk  D. speak   E. hope

25. Bayaraa was looking after a horse …………. leg had been broken in a race. 
A. which  B. that  C. who  D. whom  E. whose

26. ‘How was your camping holiday?’ ‘Well, it …………. all right, if it …………. all the time.
A. would be / didn’t rain   B. would have been / hadn’t rained
C. will be / doesn’t rain   D. is / doesn’t rain 
E. would have been / didn’t rain

27. The English course has been ………… until next month. 
A. put out  B. put on  C. put through D. put away   E. put off

28. ………… has left the luggage outside.
A. Anyone  B. Anything C. Someone D. One   E. Somewhere

29. I’m ………………. fond of reading interesting novels.
A. rather  B. completely C. quiet  D. fairly   E. much

30. You won’t get there in time ………….
A. if you hurry     B. unless you hurry
C. in case you hurry   D. if you not hurry
E. if you would hurry

31. I …………….. because the film wasn’t interesting.
A. was boring  B. am boring C. am bored D. was bored  E. have bored

32. We will have to practice …………………. the ball into the basket.
A. throw  B. threw  C. throwing D. to throw  E. to be thrown

33. We can play football if the weather ……… nice.
A. would be  B. was  C. is  D. are    E. will be

34. If you go near his dog, it ……………… you!
A. will bite  B. would bite C. bite  D. would have bitten E. bit

35. After the hard work of translation, I expect ……………… a lot of money.
A. getting  B. have gotten C. will get D. to get   E. gotten

36. The professor has done some interesting ……………… on geographical features of Scottish Highlands.
A. study  B. research C. examination  D. report  E. statement

Reading   (6 items x 3 marks each = 18)
A. Read the following article  about a dolphin. For questions 37-42, choose the best answer: A, B, C, D, or E. 

At the center for marine studies in Mississippi, a dolphin called Kelly has been causing a lot of excitement among 
scientists. All the dolphins at the center are trained to help keep their pools clean. They are taught to pick up any trash 
that falls into the pool and trade it for a fish when they see a trainer. But Kelly has developed a clever strategy. When a 
piece of paper is dropped into the water; she hides it under a rock at the bottom of the pool. Then, when she sees a trainer, 
she tears off a small piece of paper and trades it for a fish. Then, she tears off another piece, and is rewarded again. She 
repeats this until there is no paper left. 

How to measure intelligence in animals (including humans) is a difficult problem. Generally, large brains are associ-
ated with higher intelligence. However, large animals also tend to have large brains, and the brain of an adult dolphin 
is 25% heavier than the brain of an adult human, which could make us conclude that dolphins are more intelligent than 
humans. A more accurate measurement comes from the ratio of brain size to body size, known as the EQ (encephalisa-
tion quotient). The EQ of a dolphin like Kelly is about 5.6. If you compare this to an adult human’s EQ of 7.4, you will 
see that there is not a huge difference between them!

However, for most scientists, behavior is a better indicator of intelligence, and dolphins who live in the wild exhibit 
highly intelligent behavior. They live in complex societies and develop a network of relationships with other dolphins 
within their community. Young males, for example, are known to form groups to go hunting and to play. Dolphins in the 
Florida Bay area have a very interesting hunting strategy. One of the group swims in a circle around a group of fish and 
stirs up mud and sand from the ocean floor. The other dolphins wait outside the circle until the mud rises and the fish 
are trapped. They can only get out if they jump out of the water-and straight into the mouths of the waiting dolphins!

Such complex behavior requires some form of a communication system. Studies have shown that dolphins com-
municate with each other using a combination of sounds, touch, and body gestures. They can even comprehend human 
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language at a simple sentence level. Dolphins at a marine laboratory in Hawaii have responded successfully to sentences, 
such as, “Touch the frisbee with your tail and then jump over it.”

We still have a lot to learn about dolphins. We have only just begun to record their sounds and signals, and still need 
time to understand their “language.” But one thing seems certain: it is obvious that dolphins are extremely intelligent crea-
tures.  

37. Which of the following is the best title for the article?
A. The Intelligence of Dolphins 
B. Dolphin’s Language
C. Difference Between Human and Dolphin
D. Kelly the Intelligent Dolphin
E. Dolphins in Danger

38. The word “comprehend” in line 24 is closest in meaning to 
A. irritation
B. respond
C. surprise
D. understand 
E. reveal

39. According to the article
A. calculating the EQ is the only way to find out an animal’s intelligence
B. we know nearly everything there is to know about dolphins
C. dolphins can understand some human language
D. Kelly doesn’t know the strategy which allows her to get more fish
E. the dolphins are fed with shark fish

40. Why do some of the dolphins in the Florida Bay area circle around and stir up mud and sand from the ocean floor?
A. to jump out of the water
B. to attract the visitors
C. to show off their intelligence
D. to communicate with each other
E. to hunt fish

41. It can be inferred from the article that
A. clever strategy is the defining factor for intelligence
B. the brain size to body size ratio is the defining factor for intelligence
C. behavior is the defining factor for intelligence
D. brain size is the defining factor for intelligence
E. the defining factor for intelligence is still under debate.

42. Dolphins communicate with each other by using
A. a combination of taste and smell
B. a combination of sounds and body gestures
C. a combination of simple sentences
D. a combination of languages
E. a combination of EQ and ratio

B. Choose the appropriate word or phrase used in the text for each given definition below.         
      (4 items x 2 marks each = 8)
43. of the sea

A. marine B. river  C. air  D. earth   E. soil
44. soft wet earth

A. creature B. trap  C. indicator D. ratio  E. mud
45. a room or building used for scientific research or experiments

A. chamber B. hall  C. bay area D. laboratory E. operating room
46. light plastic disc, shaped like a plate, thrown between players in a game

A. pool B.  brain  C. frisbee D. ratio  E. indicator 
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Communication    6 items x 2 marks each = 12)
A. Look at the NOTICE BOARDS. Someone asks you what it means. For questions 47-52,       choose the best 
answer from A, B, C, D, or E.

47. 
NO ADMISSION TO 
UNACCOMPANIED 

MINORS

   A. You are not allowed to enter without ticket
    B. Minor operation is underway
    C. People unaccompanied by a guide will not be admitted
    D. No admission ticket please
    E. Young people under 18 can only come if they are with an adult

48. 
KINDLY REFRAIN 
FROM SMOKING 

IN THE 
AUDITORIUM

   A. Smoking is allowed here
    B. Refrain from criticism
    C. Permitted smoking area
    D. Please do not smoke in the theater
    E. Smoking auditorium is this way

49. 

PAY AND 
DISPLAY

   A. Buy ticket & put it in a place where it can easily be seen
    B. Please pay for the X-ray telescope
    C. We sell display here
    D. Mr. President pays visit
    E. Please pay attention to the display

50. 

TRESPASSERS
WILL BE 

PROSECUTED

   A. Please start going
    B. Private land. If you walk here, you’ll be taken to court
    C. Permitted walking area
    D. Private land. Walking is enjoyable
    E. Trespassers this way please

51. 

REDUCE SPEED 
AHEAD

   A. Reduced speed is not allowed
    B. Speeding is permitted
    C. Reduce the volume
    D. Please do not reduce the speed
    E. Start going more slowly from here

52. 
PENALTY FOR 

DROPPNG LITTER 
UP TO S100 FINE

   A. Drop your litter here
    B. You will be paid $100 for dropping litter
    C. Offenders may be liable to pay a heavy fine
    D. Please help with the cleaning
    E. Fining is permitted

B. Choose the best response.   (6 items x 2 marks each = 12)
53. Lucy: Oh, no! Someone has broken into my apartment! What should I do?

Jimmy:  …………………………… 
Lucy: I’ll call them now.

A. Yes, of course
B. You are supposed to touch everything before you call the police
C. Oh, clean up this mess
D. You ought to call the police
E. You had better not call the police

54. Paul: Ted, I’d like you to meet Sandra. She’s an old friend of mine.
Ted: ……………………….

A. Well, that’s possible
B. How old are you?  
C. What a small world
D. Good night
E. Hello. It’s nice to meet you
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55. Bold: How much do I owe you?
Suren :…………………………………

A. It costs a lot    B. 2,000 tugrugs
C. You must pay at all costs  D. Too expensive
E. Cheaper than you think

56. Person A: Hello. Could I speak to Barry Perkins, please?
Person B: ………………………… .

A. Saying    B. Talking
C. Discussing    D. Telling
E. Speaking

57. Employer: I will send you the application form by fax.
Applicant: …………………………………………….. .

A. Let’s go, then   B. You are welcome
C. That’s very kind   D. Go straight on
E. That’s funny

58. Bayar : I moved to a new flat last week.
Ganbat: ………………………………….

A. How long have you lived there? B. Oh, really? What’s she like?
C. Make yourself at home  D. Oh, really? What’s it like?
E. Thanks. I’ll be there on time

PART II
( 7 items x 1 mark each = 7)

2.1.   Match the compound adjectives.
A. second    1. breaking
B. duty    2. made
C. long    3. free
D. record    4. controlled
E. part     5. hand
F. hand     6. distance
G. remote    7. time

2. 2.   Look at this report about crime, and then choose a word that best fits in each blank as in the example. 
Police are concerned (0)...3....the growing number of offences that are being (a)……….. by young people in our 

town. They say that increasing numbers of youngsters are (b) …… into people’s houses or (c)……..their cars. Indeed, 
police claim that it is probably young (d)………..who are to blame for the recent spate of burglaries in our town. 
Police are proposing a special campaign to (e)……………the problem and are asking for the public’s support in this 
(f)…………..against (g)…………crime. 

0. 1.on    2. in    3. about
a. 1. made   2. committed    3. done 
b. 1. breaking   2. cracking   3. knocking   
c. 1. taking   2. lifting    3. stealing
d. 1. prisons   2. adults    3. offender
e. 1. encourage   2. combat   3. praise
f. 1. fight   2. competition   3. friendship
g. 1. old   2. young    3. juvenile
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2007 оны Англи õэлний õичээлийн äààлгàврын түлõүүр

No. Variation A Variation B Variation C

1 A C E
2 C D B
3 E A D
4 A B B
5 B C A
6 D E C
7 A A B
8 E C E
9 B D E
10 D C E
11 B C B
12 A A B
13 B C A
14 D D B
15 B C E
16 E B C
17 C A A
18 D C B
19 A D D
20 D A E
21 A C D
22 C C E
23 D A C
24 E B A
25 A C E
26 C E B
27 B A E
28 A D C
29 B C A
30 E E B
31 B B D
32 C A C
33 D D C
34 A B A
35 B A D
36 E C B
37 B E A
38 A B D
39 C A C
40 D B E
41 C D E
42 E C B
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43 D C A
44 E A E
45 B D D
46 A D C
47 A E E
48 C A D
49 D C A
50 E C B
51 B B E
52 B D C
53 C C D
54 B E E
55 D C B
56 E A E
57 C E C
58 D D D

2.1a 6 3 5
2.1b 7 5 3
2.1c 5 7 6
2.1d 3 1 1
2.1e 4 4 7
2.1f 1 6 2
2.1g 2 2 4
2.2a 3 2 2
2.2b 2 3 1
2.2c 1 1 3
2.2d 2 1 2
2.2e 3 3 2
2.2f 1 3 1
2.2g 3 2 3

No. Variation A Variation B Variation C




